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BOOTS TRAP CURRENT AND BALLOONING STABILITY IN ASDEX LAND H PLASMAS 
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ABSTRACT: The effect of bootstrap and neutral - beam-drlven currents on the 
loop voltage , toroidal current density and ideal ballooning stability was 
investigated 1n vcriou5 phases of H discharges by computer simulatlons . It 
is found that the loop voltage computed with neoclassical resistivity is 
only compatible with the measurements if Ohmic , bootstrap and beam-driven 
currents are included. The sum of the bootstrap cu~rent (100 kA wl:h br oad 
pr ofile) and beam-driven current (50 kA with peaked profi le) reaches 41 % 
of the plasma current . The field diffusion effect connected with all 
contributions is assessed by inclusion of these currents in the B 
diffusion equation. The main effect is the adjustment of the tota~ current 
density to the broader electrical conductivity profiles in the H p:1ase on 
the resistive diffusion time scale of about ~O O ms. The broadening due to 
the boots trap current is comparatively small , so t hat the ideal ballooning 
stability is scarcely modified by this current . 

INTRODUCTION : Evidence of bootstrap currents in tokamaks was recently 
reported from TFTR III and JET 121. The present paper explores the 
boots trap and neutral - beam-driven currents , the total current density and 
the ideal balloon:ng stability in Land H plasmas of ASDEX. The simulations 
are carried out by modified versions of the BALDUR predictive transport 
code 13 , ~/. Local , empirical electron heat dlffusivfties Xe ' diffusion 
coefficients 0 and inward drift velocities vin are used to describe the 
anomalous energy and particle fluxes 15 , 6/ . 

COMPUTATIONAL MODEL: 
expression 111 valid 
heated ASDEX plasmas 
("*e < 1, "*1 < 1 ) : 

(2 . 5 K13 

The boots trap current density is computed fr om an 
in the banana regime since In h1gh power injection
both the electrons and the i ons are collis i onless 
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Here , c is the speed of light, c. • r/Ro and K13 and K23 are dimens i onless 
transport co.effici en ts . 

The build-up of bootstrap and beam-driven currents induces return 
currents in the plasma which decay on the resistive time scale . This field 
diffusion effect is assessed by including 

(2) 
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in the diffusion equation for Bp, where ~ is the 
and Et is the toroidal electric field induced by 
bootstrap (jbs) and beam- driven (jbd) currents . 

Ideal ballooning stability is analysed by the 
evaluates the local criter ion /8; 

2 ROQ2 ('P) 
- --- - = res) 
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neoclassical resistivity 
the OH circuit and by the 

transport code which 

(3) 

where <3p/3r)c is the critical pressure gradient and res) is a known 
function of the dimensionless shear 5 = (r/q)aq/3r . In the pressure 
gradient both the thermal pressure and the anisotropic beam pressure are 
taken into account, the beam contribution being derived from fast ion 
guiding centre distributions . 

CU~~ENT PROFILES AND BALLOONING STABILITY: An H discharge with ne ~ 3 . 3 x 
10 cm-3 • Ip ~ 320 kA , Bt a 1 . 85 T and neutral co- beam pew er PNI = 3 . ~5 MW 
(Ho .... 0+) is analysed (see Fig. 1) . The L- to- H transition occurs at t K 

t* . Transport is simulated in the whole plasma , including the scrape- off 
layer and the steep gradient zone (width t:. '"" 2 . 5 cm) close to the 
separatrix during the H phase . The transport model appl ied 19 . '01 yields a 
good fit to the mea'sured ne . Te and Ti profiles and 88ia , Neoclassical 
resistivity and uniform Zef-f a 2 are assumed in the computations . 

The ti me evolution of the loop voltage is shown in Fig. 2 . Obviously . 
the loop voltages calculated with Ohmic , bootstrap and beam-driven currents 
included come close to the measurements while those with Ohmic current only 
do not . 

The current distributions in the Land H phases are given in Figs . 3 
and ~ , respectively. Broad profiles are found for the bootstrap current , 
whereas the beam-driven current is peaked like the Ohmic one. The boots trap 
and beam- driven currents in the L phase are Ibs ~ 63 kA and Ibd • 57 kA , 
respectively . During the H phase Ibs = '00 kA and Ibd = 50 kA are obtained . 
Their sum reaches ~7 % of the total current . Since the resistive time scale 
for current redistribution is Tres _ ~OO ms, very little diffusion occurs 
between Figs . 3 and ~. Near the separatrix, however, skin times are much 
shorter , so that the hump on jbs(r) due to the steep pressure gradient in 
the zone t:. becomes visible on the total current profile . 

Figure 5 illustrates that the current distribution in the H phase is 
broader than that in the Ohmic phase . On time scales much shorter than 
Tres ' the current profile in the hot plasma is left almost unchanged by 
the non-Ohmically driven currents. The simulation of another H discharge 
has shown that the current density mainly adjusts to the broader electrical 
conductivity profiles in the H pha::;e on the scale Tres ... 400 ms. The 
broadening due to the bootstrap effect is found to be com~aratively small . 

Including OhmiC , bootstrap and beam- driven currents in the ballooning 
stability analysis yields the results presented in Fig . 6, where the 
pressure gradi ent nor mal i zed to the er i tical val ue from Eq . (3) is plot ted 
versus the radius . In the case with Ohmic current alone rEsults dif f ering 
by just a few per cent are obtained . This is due to the almost identical j , 
Q and s profiles in the two cases . Ouring the L phase the 
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pressure gradient 103 everywhere below 40 S of the critical value", The edge 
plasma 1s found to be ideal ballooning stable even if boots trap and beam
driven currents are taken into account. The steep pressure gradien: 1n the 
zone A during the H period drives the edge plasma close to marginal 
stahili ty. 

Ballooning stability was also analysed in the phase prior to reaching 
of the beta limit, 1. e . before the onset of additional transport losses. It 
is found that ideal ballooning sta"bility at the a limit 1s modified very 
little ~y the bootstrap and beam- driven currents. It 1s thus concluded that 
the earlier results based on Ohmic current pr of tIes /11/ are still valid . 
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~: Evolution of current pro 
file with Ohmic , boocstra p and beam
driven currents (solid curves) and 
with Ohmic current only (dashed 
cu rve) . 
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